
Laura Moore, a music teacher from the Prattsburgh 
Central School District, did not want her approximately 
370 music students at Franklin Academy to be limited 
by their small town’s borders.

Moore helps open her students’ world by using video conferencing technology 
in unique pedagogical ways. Moore first used distance learning to broadcast 
her students’ concert from the Great Hall at Ellis Island to Franklin Academy, 
allowing students, parents, and community members to watch the concert live 
online. 

Prior to the concert, Moore’s music students received long-distance video 
coaching from professors at the Manhattan School of Music, which offers a 
world-class distance learning program. Interestingly, the video connection 
helped sooth her students’ nerves, since the music professor wasn’t physically 
in the room with them. The students also liked debriefing with Moore after each 
video coaching session and monitoring their growth by recording the sessions. 

Shortly after that experience Moore discovered LoLa, which stands for LOw 
LAtency audio and video conferencing. With LoLa, people in different cities 
can perform with each other with no discernible delay (latency).

Using LoLa, teachers and students can duplicate the in-person, hands-on 
performance learning experience in real time. Having access to a LoLa 
connection requires technical configurations and access to a high-speed 
internet connection that enable a low transmission and presentation latency. 
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To be able to give our kids the experience of somebody from the city, like the 
Manhattan School of Music, was something that I wanted for them,” Moore said.  
“I wanted them to have that experience, to know that they can reach outside of 
their little tiny world here to do bigger and greater things.

For her class performance, Moore borrowed worked directly with her state 
research and education network, NYSERNet. 

The resulting LoLa event had Moore conducting the Prattsburgh Junior High 
Chorus from the NYSERNET conference in Albany. Then, Moore sang “Se Tu 
Ma’mi” in Italian accompanied by a pianist from the Manhattan School of Music.

Moore credits the concert’s success to her colleague Rene Carver, a distance 
learning coordinator in her state. Carver managed the technical components 
of LoLa, such as setting up the network requirements and running tests, which 
allowed Moore to focus on the teaching and educational components with her 
students. Now with grant money from the USDA Rural Development’s Distance 
Learning and Telemedicine Grant Program and Carver’s technical expertise, 
Franklin Academy is getting its own LoLa node.

Moore’s students gained confidence after they performed with renowned 
musicians and got expert feedback. The experience also allowed them to see 
a real, viable path up in the music world. 
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To learn more about LoLa, 
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